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Killing Covid V/S Combating Society

hese days I am not
finding a single family who has not suffered any loss caused by
Covid-19. Negative news from
all corners has shattered me.
Newspapers explain pictures
in more detail. Most of them
carry features by eminent
scholars and visionary personalities alarming and guiding readers. The photos of
demised people exhibited also
dishearten. But that is the reality we are all facing. The plight
is pathetic. This time asks me
and measures my capacity to
console the families of my
friends and dear ones.
Some Social Media put
Negative videos and photos
cursing present situation. Their
video, image, or messages
narrate sad and scary stories

caused by Covid-19. Most
people glance at such horrifying videos and forward them
to others, considering them as
social service. Some of them
boast too. But such communications make us more terrified, confused, and helpless.
Most of us are followers, and
those too blind followers. Very
few are rational thinkers who
know that such practice would
make many mentally sick and
panic rather than heal them.
Many things are not in our
hands. This war is extraordinary that we suspect danger
from people we deal with.
Sustain in such a situation
is a big challenge. But we
must understand our age-old
sayings; Himmat-e- Marda
Madad- e -Khuda; Time is a
great Healer; Sir Salamat to

Pagadi Pachas; Ummeed Pe
Tiki Hai Duniya;Dhaai Aakhar
Prem Ka Padhe So Pandit Hoy
and so on.
God has given us many
Hidden strengths. Everyone
has the potential to lead a life
in all problematic situations.
There are many instances we
can study from History. The
question right now is not making few persons as Heroes, but
all of us Heroes.
God has given us wisdom
and inner power, which has
been explored only by a few.
Those who have understood
their eternal power have started changing the black picture
to white. They have unconditional love for others. They
started Voluntary Social services by providing Medical,
Financial, Social help and,

most importantly, boosting positive thinking among disheartened people. Salute to their
selfless services.
Many friends and relatives
are sharing various indigenous traditional or innovative
methods to combat Covid-19.
Some suggest the use of
Onions, some Salt, some
Pranayams, some exercises,

and so on. Most interestingly,
some Gyan Chand and Rai
Chand (over-enthusiastic people) are forwarding free medical prescriptions also.
Honoring their sentiments, it
would always be better to discuss family Doctors or physicians' lists along with their
mobile numbers.
The artiste's clan has start-

ed creating healthy and inspirational songs. Theatre persons and Sociologists have
come out with success and
inspirational stories, healthy
senses of humor, and funfilled statements to make us
relaxed, motivated, and finetuned.
My friend Krishna Kate
says;
‘Zindagi Ek Safar Hai Aur
Safar Ek Adjustment Hai.' If we
cannot change the situation,
then we should change ourselves. Observing Covid-19
protocol makes us sensitive to
safeguard our precious lives.
Our past mistakes should not
make our life miserable. But
while maintaining precautions,
we must not let our morale
down. The time tests our
Shock absorbers. This recalls

Ulcerative colitis surgery is now possible in Geetanjali Hospital
Udaipur: Successful surgery for ulcerative colitis disease of 18-year-old patient of Pratapgarh was done by Gastroenterology
team of Geetanjali Medical College and Hospital, Udaipur. This surgery is usually available only in a few centers in metro cities.
In this highly complex successful treatment team, G.I. Surgeon Dr. Kamal Kishore Vishnoi, Gastroenterologist Dr. Pankaj Gupta,
Dr. Dhawal Vyas Dr. Manish Dodmani, Dr. Sanjay Paliwal and Team from Surgical ICU, Dr. Charu Sharma from Anesthesia,
Endoscopy Incharge Sanjay Somra, OT Incharge Hemant Garg, Ward Incharge Manju, etc. contributed to successfully carried out the operation.
What was the issue?
In the last 3 months, the patient said there was bleeding during the bowel movement, due to which he had to suffer from
stomach ache, weakness, lack of blood in the body, etc., he showed in a private hospital in Mandsaur. The condition did not
improve, then the patient was admitted to Geetanjali Hospital, Udaipur.
Dr. Kamal said that this patient had a rare, large intestinal disease with ulcerative colitis. This disease mainly occurs in the large intestine but can also occur in other parts of the body.
Symptoms of this disease mainly include diarrhea, bleeding in the stool. The disease can be controlled with medicines, but it can be eradicated from the root by surgery. In this condition,
the patient underwent total proctocolectomy and ileal pouch-anal anastomosis. It is a complex surgery in which the large intestine is cut before the anus, and the small intestine is shaped
differently to form a new anus.
This surgery was completed in two phases.
1. In the first stage, the large intestine was cut over the anus, and the last part of the small intestine was made into a pouch and added near the anus.
2. In the second phase, the patient was put on ileostomy for one month after surgery so that the J pouch can be healed quickly.( In an ileostomy, a stoma has been made in the lower
right side of the abdomen by making an incision in the stomach of the patient so that the waste can be collected) This stoma will be removed after one month so that the patient will discharge feces like ordinary people.
In this way, the patient successfully underwent surgery and was discharged after one week. Today the patient and his family are thrilled. Geetanjali Hospital CEO Prateem Tamboli said
that all the advanced techniques related to gastroenterology at Geetanjali Hospital are available in the endoscopy unit. Geetanjali Hospital has continuously provided excellent and worldclass medical facilities of all kinds and health services to the needy.

Interview with Social Activist Medha Patkar

Growing Unity between Farmers and the Laborers
is a Ray of Hope : Medha Patkar
Udaipur, In order to strengthen the farmer’s protest movement and to carry its message across the country “Mitti Satyagraha Yatra” was taken out by the
activists of the country in the month of March and April, 2021. One group started from Badwani in Madhya Pradesh and the other from Dandi in Gujarat where
Mahatma Gandhi had broken the Salt Law imposed by the British imperialist government on India. The march from Badwani was led by Ms. Medha Patkar,
leader of Narmada Bachao Andolan and the one from Dandi was led by socialist leader and President of Kisan Sangharsh Samiti former MLA Dr.Sunilam. The
march travelled across twenty three states and collected soil from sacred land of sacrifice for the freedom movement of India and other peasant protest movements. In Udaipur the local unit of People’s Union for Civil Liberties , CPI, CPIM, CPIML , Janatantrik Vichar manch and a number of social and democratic
organizations organized a meeting at Comrade Mahesh Sharma’s Cottage which was addressed by Dr.Sunilam, Comrade Shanker lal Chaudhary of Samyukt
Kisaan Morcha , Ms.Guddi. Ms. Usha and members of the Yatra Team. Ms. Medha Patkar was also on the dais but she was not feeling well due to heat and
fatigue of a long journey. She had to be given medical help and was taken to Astha Training Centre, Bedla where she took rest for the night and left for the
completion of Yatra next morning. The soil of all the states was taken to Delhi and a memorial was formed in the memory of Peasants who laid down their lives
for the farmer’s movement. Before embarking on her journey from Udaipur she spoke to Dr.H.S.Chandalia on some issues related to the farmer’s movement.
Here are some of the excerpts:
Q. What is the objective of “Mitti Satyagraha Yatra”?
Medha Patkar: The objective of this Yatra is symbolic. It is meant to convey the message of the farmer’s protest movement to every nook and corner of the country. This is to carry the
message that now it is no more a movement of the farmers alone, it has become a mass movement. Just as Gandhi ji started satyagraha to oppose the unjust laws imposed by the British,
this yatra is taken out to let people understand the dangers of the three draconian laws of the central government.
Q. Is the farmer’s movement losing its strength?
Medha Patkar: No, not at all. On the contrary it is expanding in those states also where it was not there earlier. Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh and Rajasthan were
already there but now farmers from Karnataka, Kerala, Tamilnadu, West Bengal etc. are also joining hands with the agitating farmers.
Q. Are farmers isolated? Why common man is not able to identify himself with the protest movements?
Medha Patkar: Farmer’s movement is well organized and strong. More than five hundred organizations have risen up in support of farmer’s movement. The best thing that has happened
now is that the trade Union Movement of this country has now come in support of the farmer’s movement. The Sanyukt Kisan Morcha leaders are having talks with the Trade Union leaders. First time this has happened and it is the first time that a unity is getting forged among the working class of this country. This is a ray of hope. Truly speaking, now the struggle is not
against the Union or the state governments, it is against the capitalist and corporate class of this country which is running the country from behind the screen.
Q. What shall be the strategy of the Farmers movement?
Medha Patkar: The strategy is very clear- No going home till the Three Laws are withdrawn. Farmers will continue to protest at the borders of Delhi. The struggle will continue till the
three farm laws are withdrawn. Now it is a struggle to save the constitution, to save democracy and to save the nation. Where elections are going on the Kisan Morcha leaders are going
and appealing the people to vote against BJP. If we have to save the country, we need to overthrow this government.
Q. How will the challenge posed by the nexus of the state funded by the capitalists and the media supported by them will be met?
Medha Patkar: It is true that the real struggle is against them only. We have to fight against the loot of nation’s resources by the corporate. Those corporate who help political parties in
elections succeed in getting policies framed in their favour and their own media houses keep on harping the propaganda of the policies of the state. In order to face this challenge a strong
network of people’s organizations and an alternative media is the need of the hour. Farmer’s movement has successfully done this. Despite the incessant propaganda to demonise the farmers by calling them Khalistanis, Maoists, Naxalites, anti national and what not, the state could not defame the movement. The Red Fort incident was planted by the ruling party in the union
government in Delhi.We will have to build up our own media, use social media platforms, buils social democratic organizations and face this challenge. For the present I have to join the
-Dr.H.S.Chandalia
Yatra, reach Delhi and build the Farmer’s Memorial. But I am confident that we shall struggle, and the people of this country shall win.

BHARTI BACKED ONEWEB SECURES $550 MILLION IN NEW FUNDING: EUTELSAT TO TAKE SIGNIFICANT EQUITY STAKE IN THE COMPANY
Udaipur: OneWeb, the global communications network powered from space, announces today that it has secured $550 million in funding from Eutelsat Communications (Euronext Paris:
ETL), bringing OneWeb’s total funding to $1.9 billion in fresh equity. This investment from one of the world’s most experienced and largest global operators is a vote of confidence in OneWeb
and underscores the arrival of Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites into mainstream long-term growth planning for major operators. Eutelsat, one of the world’s leading satellite operators, will
receive a c.24% equity stake in OneWeb and similar governance rights to the U.K. Government and Bharti Global, making it a significant equity partner and joining leading investors including the U.K. Government, Bharti Global and SoftBank. The investment is expected to be completed in the second half of 2021, subject to regulatory approvals.
OneWeb’s 648 LEO satellite fleet will deliver high-speed, low-latency global connectivity and its partnership with Eutelsat, a global geostationary satellite operator, will enhance both companies' commercial potential, leveraging Eutelsat’s established commercial reach to governments and enterprise customers in addition to its strong institutional relationships, recognised technical expertise and global fleet. OneWeb’s ability to address multiple applications requiring low latency and ubiquity will also allow both companies to explore GEO/LEO configurations for
future service integrations and packages. After OneWeb completes the full deployment of the constellation, the company anticipates annual revenues of approximately $1 billion in year three
or soon thereafter, thanks to its partnership driven, wholesale business plan.

the dialogue of Sholey—‘Jo
Dar Gaya Samjho Mar Gaya'.
We have to live a quality life.
Those who are with families
must make maintain peace and
unconditional love in the families. Talking to distant relatives
and friends on the phone
becomes more personal and
concerned than sending messages.The motivation would go
a long way in a normalizing
situation very fast.
Lastly… I do not hesitate
to be called Mungeri Lal, who
sees Haseen Sapane( Sweet
Dreams). I see a strange
dream... I see that all the citizens of India, irrespective of
their profession, geographical location, political background, social status, caste,
creed, religion, and gender, etc.
have started Working with

Honesty, empathy, and commitment to serve others (As
all the Saints and Prophets
have said many times in their
discourses) . Aha…What a
wonderful scenario…Within a
month, people have forgotten
their sorrows and anger, overcome their Negative mentality, and are creating an excellent example of coexistence
with human beings and mother Nature….
I do not hesitate to share
this dream and make myself
prepared to behave what I
dreamed. I wish many of our
readers join me … I like this
song; ‘Kisi ki Muskurahaton pe
ho Nisar. Kisi Ka Dard Mil
Sake To Le Udhar,Kisi Ke
Vaste Ho Tere Dil Men Pyar,
Jeena Isika Naam Hai’.. Do you
also love it? - vilas janve

Vakar Hussain: Express him self
Vakar Hussain:
Jaipur Ratna samaan
samaarho it is very
very special for
me.My pleasure is I
have achieve from
Rajasthan and all
over India's most popular serial production
sakti film production
- manager , owner.
And many artists,
workers in between the all celebrities l have achieve the award
but! I think I didn't deserve this honour actually"khuda a pak's
blessing.this is my 38th achievement.jaipur Ratna Samman
this is my precious award and I remember through my life
and thanks to all the team.Vakar Hussain: Struggle is the name
of life without struggle we don't get anything just as like this..their
is a story of Vakar Hussain, the life starts from footpath and
from his talent he travel to Britan, Scotland & America(US),
Vakar Hussain only happy to listen and see the pictures of the
Maharaja but from his talent he visit to the palace and talked
to the Maharaja.Film Industry all Bollywood star know him, and
they honor him, Every religion is equal to all and the religion
is only the honor. From this the result is that he make Shri
Ganesh Ji many sculpture by Crystal Glass till 2500 and many
more sculpture that are relate to the "Shastra" and their is one
of the most smaller Ganesh Ji only of 3mm. that was recorded in "Royal Success International Book of Record".
Bharat Sarkar, Raj Sarkar were Hounered him and love his
art and so he only said - "It can only be called the byproduct
of past lives".
Hounered by "Pujya Sant Shri Tarun Sagar Maharaj Ji" and
"Pujya Sant Shri Murari Bapu Ji"...People of all religions honor
him..It is only my pleasure.
Vakar Ji only say - "Till date, I have received many awards,
that I only dedicated it to the Mother India Jai Hind Jai Bharat"

Vedas are the voice of God Professor Amarika Singh
Udaipur: On World Book
Day, a discussion was organized online by the Faculty of
Education Mohanlal Sukhadia
University Udaipur. The main
topic of the debate was kept
relevant in the current educational scenario of Vedic scripture of the creation. The program was started with the
University of Kul Geet and initially Mangalacharan Rhythm.
The President of the program, Prof. Amarika Singh, ViceChancellor Mohanlal Sukhadia University, Udaipur, while conveying his thoughts as a blessing, said that books are the only
natural source that maintains our progress, imagination, and
contemplation, Vedas are our oldest, and It is the holiest literature which is also the basic all scripture of Hindus, it is
unconquerable, declares God, so we can get various knowledge and science, including discipline from the inside of Vedas,
for organizing a discussion on this important subject on World
Book Day.
Chairman of the Faculty of Education, Prof. CR Suthar,
Head of the Department, Dr. Alpana Singh, wished all the faculty members and all the students and also said that this event
will prove to enhance our knowledge base towards the Vedas
and students of various courses in the discussion participated in the discussion. Karan Menaria. Nidhi Kothari, Prachi
Paneri, Harshit Sharma, Meenakshi Sen, Akshat Gurjar, Nisha
Meghwal, Umera Banu, Tamanna Jain, etc. were Participants
program, Dr. Alpana Singh, the head of the department, while
stating the importance of books, said that the book is the basis
of our life, our brain is nourished, how will society be. It depends
on our education system.
Vedic education is different in different aspects of human
beings. And establishes identity and balances with nature, Dr.
Sapna did thanksgiving, and the program was conducted by
M.Ed students Premlata Suthar and Nisha Meghwal. All the
faculty members and all the students of various courses were
present in the program.

